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Help students learn physics by doing physics.

A wealth of practical
consistent
Practical
andandConsistent
guidance, examples, and opportunities

College Physics: Explore and Apply is the first text to use an investigative learning approach to teach physics.
This approach encourages students to take an active role in learning physics, to practice scientific skills
such as observing, analyzing, and testing, and to build scientific habits of mind. This pedagogical approach
is called ISLE—the Investigative Science Learning Environment. It is consistent with the goals of the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and the revised AP curriculum.
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statement into the language of physics,
sketch and diagram the problem, represent
it mathematically, solve the problem, and
evaluate the result.

The ISLE philosophy allows students to experience the same logical
approach to the invention, testing, and application of every
single concept (qualitative or quantitative) throughout both the AP 1
and AP 2 courses, making them expert thinkers and successful
solvers of non-traditional problems.

Physics Tool Boxes focus on a

particular skill, such as drawing a motion
diagram, force diagram, or work-energy
bar chart, to help students master the key
tools they will need to utilize throughout
the course to analyze physics processes and
solve problems, bridging real phenomena
and mathematics.

College Physics: Explore and Apply is fully correlated to the College
Board’s AP® Physics 1 and AP® Physics 2 Curriculum Framework.
• The AP-style, non-traditional problems help students prepare
for AP exams and future NGSS-based assessments.
• Each chapter helps develop all science practices (not only those
paired with specific enduring understanding).
• The material in the textbook and the Active Learning Guide
address enduring understanding for both courses.

—student at State University of
West Georgia
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Physics Tool Boxes focus on a particular skill, such as
drawing a motion diagram, force diagram, or work-energy
bar chart. This helps students master the key tools they
will need throughout the course to analyze physics
processes and solve problems, bridging real phenomena
and mathematics.

“It made me excited to
learn physics! It has a
systematic and easy-tounderstand method for
solving problems.”
—student at State University of
West Georgia

Pedagogically driven
design and content

An active learning approach
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NEW! A fresh and modern design
with a more transparent hierarchy
of features and navigation structure,
along with an engaging chapter
opener page
and streamlined
chapter
summary,
result in a more
user-friendly
resource, both
for learning and
for reference.

NEW! Problem types promote critical thinking
and deeper understanding. They include: multiple choice
with multiple correct answers, find-a-pattern in data
presented in a video or a table, ranking tasks, evaluate
statements/claims/explanations/measuring procedures,
evaluate solutions, design a device or a procedure
that meets given criteria, and linearization problems.
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Mastering Physics for College Physics: Explore and Apply

UPDATED! Observational
Experiment Tables and Testing
Experiment Tables
Redesigned for clarity, these tables
encourage students to explore
science through active discovery
and critical thinking, constructing
robust conceptual understanding.

EXPANDED! Experiment videos
and photos created by the authors
enhance the active learning approach.
Approximately 150 photos and
40 videos have been added to the
textbook, as well as embedded in the
Pearson eText, and scores more in
the Active Learning Guide.

REVISED! The Active Learning Guide aligns with the textbook’s chapters and supplements the knowledge-building
approach of the textbook with activities that provide opportunities for further observation, testing, sketching,
and analysis as well as collaboration, scientific reasoning, and argumentation. This guide can be used in class for
individual or group work or assigned as homework and is now better integrated with the text. Now available
via download in the Mastering Instructor Resource Center.

NEW! The Physics
Primer remediates
students’ math skills in
the context of physics
to prepare them for
their physics course.

Ready-to-Go Teaching
Modules, created for
and by instructors, provide
a roadmap to using the
best tools from Mastering
in the most effective way.

Direct Measurement
Videos help students
visualize word problems
and connect lecture
and lab content.

Interactive Animated
Videos provide an engaging
overview of key topics with
embedded assessment to help
students check their understanding
and to help professors identify
areas of confusion.
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